
Q How many chapters are there and
how many videos (modules) in total?

Understand the key concepts of privacy
GDPR basics and terminology
Learn how to identify personal data
Understand the rights that individuals have regarding their personal data
Understand the organization’s responsibilities when collecting and processing
personal data
Learn how you can think about privacy in your day-to-day activities

Intro - Introduction to privacy and PrivacyTeam
What is Privacy - By helping employees understand the basics of privacy and
data protection, you can reduce errors that could result in data protection
incidents.
Personal Data - What is personal data and how to identify it?
Sensitive Personal Data - What is sensitive personal data and what are the risks
in processing it?
Privacy is Everywhere - Personal data can be found everywhere in your
organization. Therefore, all departments should consider privacy principles.
The Privacy Paradigm Change - How privacy approaches have changed and
how they impact organizations.
The GDPR Ripple Effect - Changes in privacy laws and regulations worldwide.
Roles Under the GDPR - Understanding the basics of GDPR, the role of the
Controller, Processor, etc.
Main Concerns - What are the main privacy risks for your organization?
Data Breach Handling - How to properly handle a data breach?
Data Subjects Rights & Requests - What are data subject rights and requests
and how to handle them?
How to Think Privacy - How to think about privacy in your day-to-day activities?

Chapters: 

Modules:

Q What kind of plans are we offering?

Q How long does it take to complete
the training?

A

A
Grande (up to 50 employees): Basic privacy training (12 modules) with
interactive content. The final report will be delivered within 7 days.
The Lot (more than 50 employees): Basic privacy training (12 modules)
with interactive content. The final report will be delivered within 7 days.
Make Me One With Everything: Privacy training with adjustable
content, branding and customization options, department/sector-
specific course creation, and 2 team leaders. 

Grande - 1,000$ + VAT
The Lot - 2,000$ + VAT
Make Me One With Everything - Pricing depends on the needed
adjustments and requested content

We have three plans: 

Pricing:

A
Each model takes around 2-5 minutes to complete and the entire training
takes 20-25 minutes. 

Protected - Privacy Training
FAQ



Q Is that possible to try the service first?
Do you offer Demo accounts / Demo training?

A
Yes - we can create a demo account for a client (access to 2-3 videos)
There’s also the demo video on our website.

Q Is it possible to change the content / add
courses / add branding?

A
Yes, but that's exclusive to the “Make Me One With Everything” plan. 

Q What are “Team Leaders” and who gets them?

A
Team leaders are users with admin access to employees’ progress and reports.
They can make bulk imports of new user accounts by themselves and export
report sheets at their discretion, at any time. Currently, Team Leader accounts
only exist under the “Make Me One With Everything” plan. 

Q Where can I find the Terms of Service /
the Order Form?

A
You can find the Terms of Service here and the Order Form here. 

Q How many employees can be enrolled? 

A
Grande - up to 50 employees 
The Lot & Make Me One With Everything - Unlimited

www.protected.fm
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